The book was found

My Elizabeth
My Elizabeth by Firooz Zahedi was released in 2016. A fantastic book about Elizabeth Taylor, featuring exclusive photographs of her and her private life. Special favorites are of her frying chicken, and at the wheel of a pickup. Nice to see her with her pets also. Fans of Elizabeth Taylor will love this the most.

What a fantastic book! This is not merely a picture book, although the pics are very personal and
plentiful. The story is one from the heart of a very close friend, and provides insight into one of the world’s last film legends. A bawdy, lovable woman that lived an amazing life. I have thoroughly enjoyed Zahedi’s homage to Elizabeth Taylor, and highly recommend it.

A wonderful collection of intimate photographs, beautifully bound. It’s a good read as well. Highly recommend!

This was purchased for my dad for Father’s Day. He is thrilled with the book. He said it is made of great quality and it arrived in perfect condition. He is pleased and would definitely recommend to all Elizabeth fans.

a beautiful tribute too miss Elizabeth Taylor I’m so glad I have it.

Not enough pictures and the text was light on white, impossible to read, Very disappointing

Exceeded my expectations!

Excellent new pictures of Elizabeth. Enjoyed the dialogue with each picture. And book very interesting.

Download to continue reading...
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